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Invention and Innovation　歴史に学ぶ「未来」のつく
り方
2024-03-15

ビル ゲイツ絶賛の世界的権威が語る テクノロジーの歴史と未来 報道や広告ではわからない事実 ファクト を明らかに 過
去の イノベーションの失敗 から教訓を得る 世界水準の教養 世界的権威が語る テクノロジーの歴史と未来 過去の 失敗
から得られる教訓とは いま 本当に必要なビジョンとは ai バイオ 超高速輸送 クリーンエネルギー etc 報道や宣伝で
はわからない事実 ファクト を明らかに 発明 インベンション イコール イノベーション ではない イーロン マスクの不
都合な真実 原子力は 成功した失敗 だった 脱炭素化を急いではいけない 指数関数的成長 は誤解されている 現代文明をつ
くった空前絶後の10年間 ビル ゲイツ大絶賛 2023年冬 おすすめの3冊 に選出 私がもっているシュミルの本はみん
な 読んでいるあいだに書きとめたメモでいっぱいだ invention and innovation も例外ではない
gates notes 原題 invention and innovation a brief history of hype
and failure 2023年刊

INNOVATION STACK
2021-10-10

モバイル決済業界で革命を起こし続けたsquareの創業者が教える勝者の法則

Encyclopedia of Technology and
Innovation Management
2010-03-08

get complete up to date and authoritative coverage of technology
and innovation a broadly encompassing encyclopedia on the
emerging topic of technology innovation and management tim
this volume covers a wide array of issues tim is a relatively new
field and is highly interdisciplinary incorporating strategy and
entrepreneurship economics marketing organizational behavior
organization theory physical and life sciences and even law all of
these disciplines are represented in this volume and their
intersections are made clear entries are contributed by scholars
from around the world who are leading experts in their respective



topics this volume is appropriate for scholars who are new to this
particular field as well as industry practitioners interested in
understanding the state of knowledge in these specific areas
entries may also serve as useful instructional materials given
their span of coverage as well as their currency encyclopedia of
technology and innovation management has now been adapted
and included as the 13th volume of the wiley encyclopedia of
management vk narayanan is stubbs professor of strategy
entrepreneurship and associate dean of research at drexel
university philadelphia u s a gina o connor is associate professor
of marketing in the lally school of management and technology at
rensselaer polytechnic institute troy ny u s a

Creativity and Innovation in
Entrepreneurship
2021-08-03

creativity and innovation as hallmarks of entrepreneurship have
been recognized as the modern day mantra for success in
business and industry it is with this realization the government of
india by announcing a number of policies and schemes has been
giving ever increasing emphasis on developing creativity and
innovation in entrepreneurship in the country so much so an
increasing number of educational institutions in the country have
started offering the paper on creativity and innovation in
entrepreneurship in their course curricula because creativity and
innovation in entrepreneurship as a subject is relative of recent
origin in india there has so far not been any comprehensive
textbook available on the subject in the indian context the
present book is a modest attempt to fill in this gap

Evidence-Based Innovation Leadership
2018-11-30

this book offers a holistic model for what it calls innovation



leadership which includes entrepreneurial action creative energy
fields within organizations high tech wealth creation and
innovation as a business process

Research and Innovation Policies in
the New Global Economy
2001-11-28

the book is quite valuable with its broad international coverage of
state activities in the area of research and innovation support it
should also foster serious debates on the balance between public
and private efforts in research and innovation mats benner
journal of economic literature this book provides the reader with a
valuable summary of national public policy approaches to
research and innovation at the end of the twentieth century and is
a useful addition to the shelves of industrial policy experts david
gray entrepreneurship and innovation the book analyses the
evolution of research and innovation policies in the world s
leading countries the last decade has witnessed a radical
transformation of the landscape shaped after world war ii as
described in the seminal collection edited by richard nelson in the
early 1990s even though national systems have inherited
different institutional arrangements and trajectories analyses
show three major converging trends in their public policies there
has been a retraction from support to large firms and
programmes and a shift toward small to medium enterprises and
the innovation infrastructure the focus on public research and
training capabilities is growing and there has been a redesign of
public intervention with the growing role of regions and states on
one hand and multinational authorities on the other particularly in
the european union

Managing Technology and Innovation
2006-06-19



modern technology and innovation are vital to the success of all
companies be they hi tech firms or companies seemingly
unaffected by technology and innovation whether established
firms or business start ups this book focuses on understanding
technology as a corporate resource covering product
development design of systems and the managerial aspects of
new and high technology topics investigated include the internal
organization of high technology firms the management of
technology in society managing innovation dilemmas and
strategies the wide ranging experience of the teachers and
experts contributing to this book has resulted in an integrated
multi disciplinary textbook that provides an introductory overview
to managing technology and innovation in the twenty first century
this text is essential reading for students of business and
engineering concerned with technology and innovation
management

Enablers of Organisational Learning,
Knowledge Management, and
Innovation
2020-11-20

this book establishes constructivist interpretivist and linguistic
approaches based on conventions about the nature of qualitative
and text data the author s influence on text interpretation and the
validity checks used to justify text interpretations vast quantities
of text and qualitative data in organizations often go unexplored
text analytics outlined in this book allow readers to understand
the process of converting unstructured text data into meaningful
data for analysis in order to measure employee opinions feedback
and reviews through sentiment analysis to support fact based
decision making the methods involve using nvivo and rapidminer
software to perform lexical analysis categorization clustering
pattern recognition tagging annotation memo creation
information extraction association analysis and visualization the



methodological approach in the book uses innovation theory as a
sensitizing concept to lay the foundation for the analysis of
research data suggesting approaches for empirical exploration of
organizational learning knowledge management and innovation
practices amongst geographically dispersed individuals and team
members based on data obtained from a private educational
organization that has offices dispersed across asia through focus
group discussions and interviews on these topics the author
highlights the need for integrating organizational learning
knowledge management and innovation to improve organizational
performance exploring perspectives on collective relationships
and networks organizational characteristics and structures and
tacit and overt values which influence such innovation initiatives
in the process the author puts forward a new theory which is built
on three themes relationship and networks knowledge sharing
mechanisms and the role of social cognitive schema that facilitate
emergent learning knowledge management and innovation

The management of technology and
innovation
2007

shortly after taking office in 1993 president bill clinton and vice
president al gore called for a shift in american technology policy
toward an expansion of public investments in partnerships with
private industry the authors of this volume were invited by the
clinton administration to take a hard nonpartisan look at how
successful the new policies have been and to propose ways to
make their programs more effective the first summary report of
the team s recommendations was called the hottest technology
policy property on capitol hill this book an expansion of that
report offers a new set of technology policy principles the authors
use the principles to evaluate many federal research programs
and to make recommendations for change this volume will set the
terms of the debate over the national research and innovation
policy for years to come



Investing in Innovation
1999

more and more people have to organize or moderate innovation
processes creative workshops and design thinking projects and
need help when choosing appropriate tools at the same time the
number of available methods has virtually exploded in recent
years making it difficult to find the most appropriate method this
book presents 555 of the most important innovation methods and
tools selected and curated by experienced innovation
professionals a step by step explanation for each method allows
for easy implementation in your own team meeting or workshop
further information on each method such as method results
experience insights required innovation skills and numerous
illustrations help the reader to select the right instrument and
adapt it to their respective goal whether you are a beginner or a
professional the book will help you to select methods quickly and
safely innovation managers and everyone responsible for projects
and products will find invaluable help for their work in this
dictionary it also offers a design thinking reference for all
methods as well as a free online method search with various
search paths

The Innovator’s Dictionary
2020-10-12

from the new york times bestselling author a new volume on the
history of human ingenuity and its attendant breakthroughs and
busts the world is never finished catching up with vaclav smil in
his latest and perhaps most readable book invention and
innovation the prolific author a favorite of bill gates pens an
insightful and fact filled jaunt through the history of human
invention impatient with the hype that so often accompanies
innovation smil offers in this book a clear eyed corrective to the
overpromises that accompany everything from new cures for



diseases to ai he reminds us that even after we go quite far along
the invention development application trajectory we may never
get anything real to deploy or worse even after we have
succeeded by introducing an invention its future may be marked
by underperformance disappointment demise or outright harm
drawing on his vast breadth of scientific and historical knowledge
smil explains the difference between invention and innovation he
then looks at three different types of inventions inventions that
failed to dominate as promised airships nuclear fission supersonic
flight inventions that turned disastrous leaded gasoline ddt
chlorofluorocarbons inventions we have long been promised and
that would be highly beneficial travel in vacuum hyperloop
nitrogen fixing cereals nuclear fusion finally he offers a wish list of
inventions that we most urgently need to confront the staggering
challenges of the twenty first century filled with engaging
examples and pragmatic approaches this book is a sobering
account of the folly that so often attends human ingenuity and
how we can and must better align our expectations with reality

Invention and Innovation
2023-02-14

this book is a compilation of tools techniques and frameworks for
use in the field of entrepreneurship and innovation e i education
developed and honed over the past two decades these teaching
approaches are combined with well versed practical insight as
professors know all too well the human brain cannot articulate
more than three or four dimensions of a problem without the aid
of what could be referred to as Âchecklists for thinkingÂ
frameworks visual or otherwise that help students think in terms
of multiple variables affecting a problem entrepreneurship and
innovation education provides a ÂtoolboxÂ of more than 50
frameworks for analyzing entrepreneurship and innovation
problems and for enabling effective decision making it is a useful
guide for professors and students alike who are looking for an
overview of available tools methods and approaches to actively



learn how to go from the visionary idea to the market

Entrepreneurship and Innovation
Education
2021-01-07

this book is a reference guide to the theory and research
supporting the field of technology and innovation management
provided by publisher

Principle Concepts of Technology and
Innovation Management: Critical
Research Models
2008-09-30

in september 2002 a second workshop on the theme of the social
context of technological change was held at the mcdonald
institute for archaeological research university of cambridge
discussion has been the core of these meetings so far with the
aim being to relate the results of the specialist investigator to
broad historical questions concerning the nature and
development of ancient societies the papers presented here
address a wider context geographically with the inclusion of the
aegean and thematically with papers on natural products and raw
materials the time frame remains the same in covering the late
bronze age new kingdom the majority of the papers draw on
egyptian evidence and illustrate a multiplicity of approaches to
the problems set by ancient technologies modelling methodology
of art history and archaeology applied to a problematic group of
artefacts integration of archaeological and textual sources and
the application of the results scientific analysis to illuminate
ancient technology



State and Local Initiatives on
Productivity, Technology, and
Innovation
1990

この商品はタブレットなど大きいディスプレイを備えた端末で読むことに適しています また 文字だけを拡大することや 文
字列のハイライト 検索 辞書の参照 引用などの機能が使用できません なぜ 日本では思うようにイノベーションが進まない
のか その疑問に答え 日本変革へ一石を投じる書 現代イノベーションがもつダイナミズムの構造を プロセスと組織の 設計
図 から読み取っていくことによって いつでも どこでも だれでもがイノベーションに関与していく 国民皆革 の途を探っ
ていく 東京大学技術経営戦略学専攻の講義をベースに書籍化

Invention and Innovation
2004-10-01

business creativity and innovation perspectives and best practices
provides a foundation in the principles of innovation and
introduces some cutting edge concepts the core of the book
demonstrates how to generate evaluate and design ideas to solve
business problems over the course of eight chapters the
anthology delivers insightful articles carefully selected from
leading authors such as clayton christensen robert cooper ram
charan and vijay govindarajan as well as award winning case
studies on how prominent businesses including apple and google
have leveraged innovation readers explore insightful articles
about driving business growth through innovation creating a
culture of innovation identifying customer needs and using
innovation to solve customer problems additional readings
examine idea evaluation how to design new products and services
to meet customer s needs and the implementation of innovation
processes and practices business creativity and innovation is ideal
for undergraduate and graduate courses in business innovation
product development strategic management business leadership
entrepreneurship design thinking marketing strategy and decision
making the book can also serve as an enlightening manual for



businesses and corporations as it provides a framework for
managing the innovation process from which organizations of any
size can benefit a former business innovation executive for
fortune 100 companies like at t and bank of america len ferman
earned his m b a from duke university s fuqua school of business
m a in economics from duke university and b s in economics from
lehigh university he is an adjunct professor of management at the
university of north florida where he teaches courses he developed
on business innovation and is a faculty member of the american
management association he is the founder and managing director
of ferman innovation and a frequent speaker on business
innovation

The Management of Technology and
Innovation
19??

the concept of innovation systems has gained considerable
attention from scholars and politicians alike the concept promises
not only to serve as a tool to explain sustained economic
development but also to provide policy makers with scientifically
grounded policy options to advance the growth of economies the
thrust of much recent literature has been to review existing
empirical findings in order to deduce best practice models which
are assumed to benefit all countries in a similar fashion however
as this book argues such universal models often fail in both
analysis and policy prescriptions as they do not take into account
sufficiently the circumstances and development trajectories of
particular countries with a foreword by richard whitley this book
discusses the extent to which the diagnoses and reform
recommendations of recent work on innovation theory and the
related policy recommendations actually apply to japan and china
making links between behavioural economics and institutional
analysis the book covers their regulatory framework legal and
science system the labour and capital market and intra firm
relations it examines the present design and reasons underlying



the japanese and chinese innovation systems and based on those
findings emphasises the necessity for reform to secure the future
competitiveness of both countries the book is introduced by a
foreword by richard whitley professor of organisational sociology
at manchester business school

イノベーション・マネジメント
2018-09-20

taking a critical look at major perspectives on innovation this book
suggests that innovation is not a designed functional activity of a
firm or an intentional process through which firms anticipate
changes in conditions jose fonseca proposes that the concepts
behind the innovation experiences cannot be traced to any
particular time space or individual even if one person has figured
prominently the innovative ideas in the examples considered did
not occur as a direct product of a purposeful search triggered by
the perception of some problem to solve nor did they result from
a sequential process that was laid out in advance instead
innovative ideas were a product of streams of conversations that
extended over long periods of time and were characterized by
critical degrees of misunderstanding and redundancy fonseca s
book presents innovation as new meaning potentially emerging in
ongoing every day conversations drawing on the theory of
complex responsive process developed in the first two volumes of
this series fonseca presents a particular way of understanding
innovation the experiences of innovation studied in this book
suggest that innovations do not start with a match between a
need to be satisfied and a set of competencies and tools
purposefully brought together to meet the need on the contrary
identification of need is a consequence of success rather than a
pre condition the innovations studied in this book a selection of
innovation experiences from portugal are considered were subject
to constant and never ending redefinition



Business Creativity and Innovation:
Perspectives and Best Practices
2011-05-27

product only available within cengage unlimited the management
of technology and innovation a strategic approach explores the
fundamental connections linking core business strategy
technology and innovation the text illustrates how these functions
intertwine to play a central role in process layout systems
structural design and product development as well as supporting
an organization s overall success important notice media content
referenced within the product description or the product text may
not be available in the ebook version

Institutional Diversity and Innovation
2002

this bestselling text brings a fresh and unique approach to
managing organizational change taking the view that change
creativity and innovation are interconnected with new case
studies and examples from across the world and extra content on
innovation and technology this engaging text provides a balance
between theory and practice the new improved online resources
will offer improved support for tutors including powerpoint slides a
new instructor s manual containing case study teaching notes and
activity solutions new mcqs links to sage video and sage business
cases

Complexity and Innovation in
Organizations
2017-03-14

we are facing unprecedented challenges today for many of us



innovation would be our last hope but how can it be done is it
enough to bet on the scientific culture how can technical culture
contribute to innovation how is technical culture situated with
regards to what we name collectively the culture of innovation it
is these questions that this book intends to address

The Management of Technology and
Innovation
2021-04-28

sustainability technology and innovation 4 0 is a holistic
perception and analysis of innovation at the level of public
organisations innovation in industry and innovation in hr its
chapters collectively present a thesis that innovation 4 0 signals a
technological revolution that has the opportunity to prevent
environmental degradation and in particular to stop climate
warming the effects of which may disrupt the process of
sustainable development uniquely this edited book offers a
comprehensive and multi faceted examination of innovation 4 0
fulfilling methodical empirical and utilitarian goals the
methodological objective is to present tools that allow the
identification analysis and assessment of the relationship
between innovation 4 0 and inspiration that will carry society
towards a new economic and social order its empirical aim is to
enable the analysis and evaluation of the role of public
organisations innovation in industry and innovation in hr in the
process of building sustainable development of the global
environment the book s utilitarian goal is a recommendation for
global organisations of innovation 4 0 as an instrument to
stimulate an innovative economy this is a high level research
book aimed at postgraduates mba students researchers and
academics from business colleges and universities and may also
provide a valuable strategic perspective for business executives



Managing Change, Creativity and
Innovation
2018-10-09

social innovation and social entrepreneurship look for creative
and affordable solutions to specific societal problems fuelled by
the spread of the internet and the ubiquity of mobile phones there
are more people working to solve pressing social and
environmental problems in the world today than ever before
social entrepreneurship and innovation presents the journeys of
pioneering and often accidental social innovators who faced with
a problem used their courage tenacity and creative thinking to
find a solution using their own words to reflect upon their
experiences these cases do not gloss over the setbacks and the
dead ends social entrepreneurs can face instead readers will gain
a realistic insight into the challenges and an engaging look at the
problem solving mindset needed to overcome them from a life
saving project to bring solar powered lighting to midwives in
nigeria to a news dissemination service that s grown from small
beginnings to have a global impact each case study draws out the
lessons learnt by the innovators providing guidance and advice
for those looking to follow in their footsteps social
entrepreneurship and innovation is an invaluable resource for
social entrepreneurs and innovators looking for new ideas and
insight into what really works and what doesn t

Science, Technology and Innovation
Culture
2021-09-08

this book urges us to be creative in our way of thinking about
innovation adopting an artificial perspective the author
emphasizes creative rationality a form of thought that encourages
knowledge crossing and invites an adventurous transgression the



question of how such a form of thought might be developed is
addressed through a detailed examination of the educational
system the book frees itself from many of the myths that
surround innovation including the predominance of what the
author calls the linear and hierarchical model

Sustainability, Technology and
Innovation 4.0
2016-03-03

in business as in other aspects of life we learn and grow from the
examples set by others imitation can lead to innovation but in
order to grow innovatively how do businesses decide what firms
to imitate and how do they choose what practices to follow
learning by example takes an unprecedented look at the
benchmarking initiative of a major financial institution david
strang closely follows twenty one teams of managers sent out to
observe the practices of other companies in order to develop
recommendations for change in their own organization through
extensive interviews surveys and archival materials strang
reveals that benchmarking promotes a distinctive managerial
regime with potential benefits and pitfalls he explores the
organizations treated as models of best practice the networks
that surround a bank and form its reference group the ways
managers craft calls for change and the programs implemented in
the wake of vicarious learning strang finds that imitation does not
occur through mindless conformity instead managers act
creatively combining what they see in external site visits with
their bank s strategic objectives interpreted in light of their
understanding of rational and progressive management learning
by example opens the black box of interorganizational diffusion to
show how managers interpret advocate and implement
innovations



Social Entrepreneurship and
Innovation
2018-01-03

organizations using idea management systems or suggestion
systems can thrive as creative or innovative systems amid fierce
competition technology advances and ever changing customer
preference yet not all companies use this management tool
effectively it is still a challenge for organizations to sustain their
idea management systems managers lack the knowledge of how
to build their idea management systems and they lack the tools
to assess their systems in order to understand how they are
benefiting the organization this book proposes a solution it helps
readers to understand the five building blocks required for
sustainable idea management systems then to use the author s
diagnostic tool sustainability framework to determine how well a
unit or the entire company is performing in regard to each
building block of a sustainable idea management system by
assessing the performance of each sustainability building block
you can identify areas that need improvement moving your
organization toward yielding the true results that an idea
management system brings

Creative Rationality and Innovation
2016-06-28

this text has been written for a course in technology and
innovation it covers contemporary research by using a
combination of text readings and cases based on reviewer
response to a survey the authors have updated many of the cases
that instructors found outdated or lacking classic cases such as
claire mccloud have been kept while newer cases such as intel
corporation in 1999 have been added there is also a strong set of
readings from sources such as harvard business review california
management review and sloan management review



Learning by Example
2014-03

社会的課題を解決してビジネスとしても成立させるには イノベーションが必要である 多様なステイクホルダーが支持 共感
し 協働することによってソーシャル イノベーションは生み出される 具体的に三つの事例を詳細に分析して理論的に考察す
る画期的研究

Sustaining Creativity and Innovation in
Organizations: A Tool Kit
2001

a guide to systems engineering that highlights creativity and
innovation in order to foster great ideas and carry them out
practical creativity and innovation in systems engineering
exposes engineers to a broad set of creative methods they can
adopt in their daily practices in addition this book guides
engineers to become entrepreneurs within traditional engineering
companies promoting creative and innovative culture around
them the author describes basic systems engineering concepts
and includes an abbreviated summary of standard 15288 systems
life cycle processes he then provides an extensive collection of
practical creative methods which are linked to the various
systems life cycle processes next the author discusses obstacles
to innovation and in particular how engineers can push creative
ideas through layers of reactionary bureaucracy within non
innovative organizations finally the author provides a
comprehensive description of an exemplary creative and
innovative case study recently completed the book is filled with
illustrative examples and offers effective guidelines that can
enhance individual engineers creative prowess as well as be used
to create an organizational culture where creativity and
innovation flourishes this important book offers typical systems
engineering processes that can be accomplished in creative ways
throughout the development and post development portions of a
system s lifetime includes a large collection of practical creative



methods applicable to engineering and other technological
domains includes innovation advice needed to transform creative
ideas into new products services businesses and marketing
processes contains references and notes for further reading in
every section written for systems engineering practitioners
graduate school students and faculty members of systems
electrical aerospace mechanical and industrial engineering
schools practical creativity and innovation in systems engineering
offers a useful guide for creating a culture that promotes
innovation

Strategic Management of Technology
and Innovation
2013-12-13

regions and innovation policy addresses the needs of national and
regional governments for greater clarity on how to strengthen the
innovation capacity of regions

ソーシャル・イノベーションの創出と普及
2018-07-27

in macro meso and micro economic systems the concept of
innovation involves a variety of resources and functions it
includes all formal and informal institutions networks and actors
that influence innovation and act as innovation boosters within
companies at the territorial level at the level of innovation
networks or in national economies this book deals with innovation
in a globalized context in terms of the entrepreneur enterprise
territorial and sectoral systems and national systems of
innovation in which collective innovation processes are formed



Practical Creativity and Innovation in
Systems Engineering
2011-05-04

assessing and managing risk is vitally important and is
increasingly studied in a range of areas including politics and
international relations finance and insurance and innovation and
the valuing of intangible assets such as patents and intellectual
property the degree to which innovation is encouraged or
otherwise a key factor for many businesses depends in part on
the attitude towards risk in the context in which it takes place
taplin considers the different attitudes towards risk and
innovation and the different ways in which risk and innovation are
handled in japan britain the usa providing a broad and detailed
examination of the subject she discusses topics including risk
management standards managing risk in marketing the insurance
industry patents and in venture capital and of how risk
management in organizations has evolved

OECD Reviews of Regional Innovation
Regions and Innovation Policy
2018-10-08

消費者もイノベーションに参加している 製品 サービスづくりの未来像と経営を 最先端の研究と先進事例を紹介しながら説
く

Collective Innovation Processes
2005-11-16

creativity and innovation for managers will appeal to any
manager responsible for getting more out of a business creative
thinking creative problem solving and creative idea generation
have become essential business drivers this book provides an



excellent executive briefing for senior management to understand
what business creativity is how it can benefit the company and
how to get the most out of it it looks at the pitfalls on the road to
innovation and the ways to avoid them pulling together the
experiences of key practitioners in the field both in the uk and the
us by concentrating on the essentials creativity and innovation in
brief is a waffle free approach to creativity providing a quick
action focused and accessible insight into a complex topic it
provides a practical approach to business creativity without the
hype an agenda for making innovation happen in your business a
real world view

Risk Management and Innovation in
Japan, Britain and the USA
2013-10-08

for the past two decades creativity and innovation have been
viewed by researchers as critical to organizational success and
survival the purpose of this edited book is to provide a state of
the art review of the major concepts current research and
practice issues related to team creativity and innovation

ユーザーイノベーション
2009-11-03

ネットワークから知識創造へ頭脳の移動は何をもたらすか イノベーションを起こすために高度人材をどう活用するか 人材
の国際移動の現状と課題を精緻に論じる

Creativity and Innovation for Managers
2018

a major issue of dynamic growth management is the coordination
of current requirements of the company with demands that have
to be met in the future prof phd rico j baldegger is director and



professor of strategy innovation and entrepreneurship at the
school of management fribourg heg fr switzerland he has studied
at the universities of st gallen and fribourg switzerland his
research activities concentrate on innovative start ups the
entrepreneurial behavior of individuals and organizations as well
as the phenomenon of rapid growth companies he has published
several books and articles and since the beginning of the 1990s
he has been the manager of a business for company development
moreover he is a serial entrepreneur as is demonstrated by the
many companies he has created

Team Creativity and Innovation
2015-03-02

人材の国際移動とイノベーション
2018-03-07

Firm Growth and Innovation
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